
Chapter 5 

GEOMETRY IIq MCNP 

Geometry of MCNP is defined by SURFACFS, specified by 1st. 2nd or 4th 
degree polynomials. Volume CELLS are defined by the intersection, union and 
complemenk of REGIONS bounded by the surfaces. A right-handed Cartesians 
coordinate system k used. 

The code begins by determining the in&section of a ray along the diiection 
of the source particles with the surfaa boundiig the source’s cell. The code 
determinea the minimum positive distance (along direction of travel) to surface. 
If tbis distance is greater than the diitance to next collision (sampled using the 
cross section of material present in the cell) and if there ia no detector along 
the tr& muking deterministic k-pat (DXTRAN), the partick I~WS the 
current cell. At the surface intersection, the code dekrmiiea the next cell the 
particle wiI1 enter, by checking the SENSE of the intersecti6n point for each 
surf= listed for the cell; ik. the point has to lie in the correct side of alI surfaces 
d&dig a cell, othen6s.e the next cell ia checked. Note that if the entire particle 
path is within the cell, particle track continues by finding the attributes of the 
next flight. The DXTRAN procedure is explained in Section 9.3. 

MCNP also uses the concept of SEGMENT in gmmetry detinition. A seg- 
mat is a portion of a cell or a surface used for tallying purposes. The FS card 
in used to divide a cell or a surface inta segments. The SD (segment divider 
card) is used to aupply tally-specific information (v&me, area or mm). 

5.1 Surfaces 

MCNP has built-in defined surfaces, defined by mnemonics, such as C/Z for a 
cylinder parallel to the z-axis., see your manual. A surface can be defined in 
two ways: 

1. Provide the appropriate coefficient.8 for built& wxfaces. 

2. Supply known pointi on the a&c.e (useful for setting up geometry from 
a blueprint). Such surfacea must be unique, real and wntinucs. They 
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must be either skew planea or surface rotationally symmetric about the z, 
I/andzaxes. 

5.1.1 Surike Areas 

MCNP attempta to calculate the area of all surfaces, unla B surface area ia 
entered in the AREA data card or an SD card. Surface area is sometime needed 
for tallying purposes. If the area is not calculated by the code, a fatal error will 
occur, and the area must be specified explicitly. The SD card can be used for 
areas of surface segments a well as whole surfaces, while the AREA card can 
be sued crdy for area of whole surfaces. 

5.1.2 Boundary Surfaces 

Specular Reflection 

A surface can be designated as a being a specular (mirror) reflector if its number 
on the surface card is preceded by an asterisk (*). But such surfaces should be 
used with caution, sinca they are nor realiitic and can lead to misleading answers 
(do not use them with detector or DXTRAN). 

Isotropic Reflection 

A surface can be designed = a white boundary, causing isotropic reflection, by 
preceding ita number in the surface card with a pIus, +. Such surfaces are useful 
ordy in dealiig with an infinite scatter, and should not be used with detectan 
or DXTRAN. 

Periodic Boumiaries 

These e.re used to simulate an infinite l&tics, say infinite number of fuel rods. It 
is defined in the surface card by giving the surface number at which the particle 
should reenter the lattice having left the muface under consideration, e.g. 1 - 2 
statea that a particle leaving the lattice at surface 1 ~ntera at surface 2. See 
the limitations liited in the manual on the use of r&&d surfaces. 

5.2 Cells 

Each cell is deIined by a CELL card . A cell ia given a numbered label and must 
contain a &gle material de&& by a m&&I munbex and material density (ii 
g/qs). The &I boundaries are deIined by the mrwawlii surfaces u&g logical 
B+ean operators. Note that a zero m&&i number definea a void. If the void 
ia internal, the particle path b aimply &et&d to cross the void region. If 
the void ia external, the particle track ia terminated. An external void usually 
surrounds the problem’s #pace to kii escapbg particles. 
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MCNP wea the SENSE concept delined for a point z‘, p’, z’ aa having a +ve 
sense with respect to a surface f(z, p, z) if f(r’, y‘, z’) > 0, and vice versa. A cell 
can be d&ned simply by the INTEFLSECTION operator (simply a blank space 
between two surface numbera on the cell card, provided that all points in the cell 
must have the same sense with respect to given bamdiig surfaces. Therefore, 
they can be no concave comers in a cell defined only by a intersections. The 
UNION operator, a colon (:), allows concave comers in cell and also cells that 
are completely disjoint. Spacea on either side of union operator are irrelevant. 
Intersection operations are periormed first, followed by unions, but parentheses 
can be used to clarif;, operations or force a c.crt& order. Note that intersection 
between two regions defines only points that belong to both regions at the same 
time, while a union defines all points that exist in both regions. For surfaces, 
say A and B, A - B definez a cell whose pointa have a +ve sense wrt to surface 
A and af fhe same fime have a -ve sense wrt surface B; wbiie -A : B defines 
eue&iing in the universe with -ve sense wrt to A and a +ve sense wrt B. A 
cell may contain both operation, e.g. -AB(C : D) defmes a cell in which the 
intersection of -A and B is intersected with the union of C and D. 

The complement operator, #, stands for nof in and is used to simpliiy cell 
specification; #II n~eana that the current cell is the complement of cell IX, while 
$(...) defines the complement of the portion of the cell description in the paren- 
theses. The form #(n) is not allowed. Caution must be used with thii operator 
a9 it can lead to eon-e confusion, or an unnecessary increase in calculation of 
intexxction of particle trajectory with surfaces. Bzpeated structure definitions 
are also allowed, consult the maxwl. 

Attention should be paid to the fact that a unique cell must be found for 
each particle position and that all points in the simulation space must exists 
witbin some ceU. A dummy surfac=z may be used to avoid &biguity, also called 
ambiguity surface, see manual. The VOID card ia useful in debugging geometry 
and calculating volume.. Keep in mid, however, that MCNP cannot detect 
overlapping cells or gaps between cells until a particle track actually geta lost. 
The geometry-plotting feature of the code can be helpful. 

5.2.1 CdVohmes 

The code calculate the cell vrdume for mast goemtries. Iiowev~, the VOL or 
SD cards can be wed to enter user-supplied cell v&ma. 

5.3 Problems 

In given your answer, justify each input card and explain how it &on118 the 
intended task. Hinti The solution ti these pmbleme may be in the MCNP 
mamwd. 

1. For three concentric boxes, write the MCNP cell cards required ti d&e 
a cell in the inner-most box and c& in the *ace czmtained between the 
boxes. Keep in mind the problem of convex comers. 
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2. Coordinate transformation is used in MCNP k~ describe tilted objects. 
Use tbii feature to write the surface cards for a cylindrical can whcse axis 
in the gz plan and is tilted 30 degreea from the g-axis. The can’s centre 
is at (OJOJ5) in the (z, y, z) coordinate system. 

3. Use the repeat feature of MCNP to write the geometry specification cards 
for a CANDU channel consisting of 37 fuel elements. The dimensions of 
the channel as follows: pressure tube 103.4 nnn ID, calandria tube ID 129 
mm, fuel element 13 mm OD, fuel pellet OD 12 mm. For the purpose of 
this exercise, consider the channel to be infinite iu the z-direction. 
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